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A WORD FROM YOUR

“Learn something new every day.”—My Dad
With the dawn of a new year, you’re not alone if you’ve
committed to improving your calligraphic skills. If you’re a
new member wondering where to start, I’m really pleased
that our talented group will be offering classes this Spring.
Bill Kemp will teach a one-day introduction to pointed
pen, and Elizabeth McKee is offering four sessions focused
on our current theme of Romans. A longer class allows
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Materials will now be presented at each meeting by anyone who has an
interesting tool or technique to show.
Refreshments for the meetings will be provided by anyone who is willing to
share. Please bring your own drink if you wish. None will be provided.
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for lots of practice and homework too! More details on
page 18. I’ve also developed a “101” class for absolute beginners so that you can learn some fundamentals, and can
hit the ground running with all the right supplies. If you’d
like to see other classes in the future, please let us know
and we’ll see who else has an arm to twist! Continuing
our theme of Capitals, our Spring 2019 workshop features
Annie Cicale with a three-day dive into Roman Caps on
April 5–7, suitable for All Levels. Registration opens on
February 6. In other news, we’ve again been asked to create Weathergrams submitted by local poets that will hang
in the Open Space Visitor Center grounds in conjunction
with the Poets’ Picnic event (held May 25). This is a great
opportunity to practice and everyone loves to see haiku
blowing in the breeze! Mark your calendar to pick up the
poetry at our April meeting and deliver them in mid-May.
We’ve also been invited to create calligraphic art for The
Art of Haiku, a group show of poetry and art to be held in
the OSVC lobby from May 2–June 9. You can write your
own poetry, or choose from a wide selection from local
poets. Check your email for details. So yes, it will be a busy
few months (no rest for the wicked!).
–Trish Meyer, President

Cover Art

Janice Gabel did a beautiful piece in Joke Bouden’s
class that she finished at home in two different versions. Version one is our colorful cover, and version
two is on the right on page 3. A gorgeous example of
David Jones lettering worked into a
beautiful design.
Escribiente is a non-profit organization of persons dedicated to the
advancement and promotion of calligraphy. Meetings are held at
6:30 pm on the first Wednesday of each month, except for January
and July. December’s holiday meeting will be announced. We meet
at Manzano Mesa Multi-Generational Center (southwest corner of
Elizabeth and Southern Streets).
Yearly dues are $30. with online Newsletter, and $40. with printed
and mailed Newsletter.
Dues are not pro-rated and are payable May-June. Benefits of membership include: receiving the Newsletter, book tape or DVD checkout from our lending library, discounts to attend workshops and a
discount at Artisan’s Art Supply.
Dues should be mailed to:
Escribiente, PO Box 30166, Albuquerque, NM 87190
Escribiente’s Newsletter is published 3 or 4 times a year, suplemented
by monthly e-flyers. Articles from this Newsletter are under copyright and may not be reprinted without permission from the editor.
Do you want your work featured in the Newsletter? Or do you have
an article of interest you would like to publish, and/or event you
would like to publicize? Send information to: Julie Gray and email
to: jgraycalligraphy at gmail.com
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THIS
&
THAT

Ohio requires kids learn cursive

Ohio has decided that cursive isn’t obsolete. A law will require students to
write legibly in cursive by the end of fifth grade. The handwriting instructional materials must be part of school curriculum by July 1. 2019.
AN ACT
To amend section 3301.0726 of the Revised Code to require the
Department of Education to include supplemental instructional materials
in cursive handwriting in the English language arts model curriculum.

A beautiful piece of art by Escribiente member,
E Klingner

The department of education shall include supplemental instructional materials on the development of handwriting as a universal skill in the English
language arts model curriculum under division (B) of section 3301.079 of
the Revised Code for grades kindergarten through five. The instructional
materials shall be designed to enable students to print letters and words
legibly by grade three and create readable documents using legible cursive
handwriting by the end of grade five. The instructional materials shall be
included in the model curriculum not later than the first day of July that
next succeeds the effective date of this amendment and, thereafter, shall
periodically be updated. Well, that’s a good start!!
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In November, we had a workshop with Joke (pronounced YOK-ah) Boudens who is a multitalented
artist like the rest of her family. She lives and works
in the medieval city of Bruges, Belgium, which has
become a creative hub of calligraphy and the arts.
Her class here was one of wonder, experimentation
and discovery. David Jones lettering is very different
from the structured letterforms we are used to. But
under Joke’s guidance, we studied them, worked
with them, drew them and made them our own. The
results were stunning! Joke is a wonderful, soft spoken teacher who more than teaches,
but guides you and brings out the
best. We were fortunate to have her
here, and hope she comes back to
our little corner of the world.
Photos by Evelyn Costello

In the class front row from left, seated, Pat
Vizzini, Joke Boudens, Elizabeth McKee
and Polly Owens. Second row from left,
Julie Gray, Evelyn Costello, Thelma Hahn,
Trish Meyer, Patty Hammarstedt, Michal
Sommers, E Klingner and Lora Morton.
Back row from left, Julie Lenhart, Ron
Peterson and Lynda Lawrence.
Left are some sketches from Joke’s Journal.
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Janice Gabel and her color experiments for the finish

Trish Meyer’s work
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Lynda Lawrence and Joke working on her design

Evelyn Costello’s wisdom!
Thelma Hahn and her piece

Lora Morton’s pencil sketch

Ron Peterson and his finished work
A piece Joke worked on during class

E Klingner’s work

Polly Owens’ piece
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Julie Gray’s and
Pat Vizzini’s work

Patty Hammarstedt transferring onto
good paper and her finished pencil

Michal Sommers
working on her
finished pencil

Elizabeth McKee working on
a layout for a book
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Joke working with Julie
Lenhart on her piece
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Joke Boudens speaks at
potluck meeting and shares
her small manuscript
concertina books...
...and a good time was had by all!

Caryl
McHarney
Joke showing
her books to
Jane Robertson,
Michal Sommers
and Patty
Hammarstedt

Photos by
Evelyn Costello

David Gasser and
Lynda Lawrence

Above:
Jan Florence,
Bill Kemp and
Ginger Larkin

Cindy Hatcher
and
Patty Werner
Pat Vizzini
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2018 Christmas Party
...and a fun time was had by all!
Diane and Mike Inman hosted this year’s Christmas party again, as they have for several years
now, and so many of us love going to their home in Corrales, where they decorate so beautifully
and elegantly! They are such wonderful hosts.
The food they supply and everybody brings is a sight to behold. For “finger food”, I don’t think
anybody left feeling hungry at all! There was a gift exchange with so many artful gifts. Everybody
went home happy. Diane, ever a gracious hostess, gave out homemade pesto sauce to everyone
that attended. A real treat!

These are only a few of those that
attended.
From left: Caryl McHarney, Norma
Bobotis, Rick and Beth House
and Thelma Hahn.

From left: Diane Inman,
Robin Heller, Esther
Feske, Julie Gray and
Pat Vizzini.
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Photos by Evelyn Costello
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2018 Christmas Cards
Alma Sanderson

Beth House

Al & Angela Padilla

Caryl McHarney

Bill Kemp

Julie Gray

Diane Inman

Ginger Larkin
Janice Gabel

Joann Hohensee
Kristen Griego
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continued on next page...
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The inaugural
committee in Santa
Fe contacted
Escribiente past
President Theresa
Varela of Silver
Swirl Studios in
late November to
replicate a style they
had photos of, of
President Johnson’s
Inaugural Invitation.
No flourishes, no
frills. She turned
the two invitations
and return address
artwork around in
about 72 hours. The
original artwork is
shown below for
the two invitations
and the one printed
piece they sent her
with the official state
seal, to the left. A
very deep honor for
Theresa!
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Exhibit & Fundraiser for the

New Mexico Cancer
Center Foundation
by Trish Meyer

Escribiente calligraphers love to giveback to their
community, and this past December we organized our
second fundraiser for the New Mexico Cancer Center
Foundation, a non-profit organization solely dedicated to raising funds to alleviate non-medical needs for
cancer patients. The fundraiser was held in conjuction
with the NMCC’s Gallery with a Cause First Friday
reception for The Art of Healing exhibition. This year
calligraphic artwork by Escribiente members was also
hanging in the main lobby as part of the show, and visitors enjoyed seeing the wide range of styles and techniques. Elizabeth McKee, Beth House, Bill Kemp and
Jane Robertson graciously donated their time to write
custom bookmarks during the reception, and visitors
were enamored with the calligraphy tools–especially
the metallic inks! Beth & Rick House also created sets
of beautiful illuminated initial pins from A–Z, and
Trish Meyer and Michal Sommers were cashiers and
greeters. A huge thank you to everyone who helped
with this very worthwhile cause: We raised $340
during the event, and all proceeds were donated to the
NMCCF.
For more information:
NMCC Foundation: https://nmcancercenter.org/foundation
Gallery with a Cause: https://nmcancercenter.org/gallery

Artwork by Trish Meyer, Elizabeth McKee, Julie Gray and Beth House
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Clockwise from top: Beth
House writing her bookmarks, Elizabeth McKee
used pointed brush and
metallic watercolors to create
bookmarks with style. The
group creating bookmarks for
attendees, Rick House set up
shop offering beautiful illuminated initial pins, pictured
with Esther Feske. Above,
Bill Kemp’s Copperplate
bookmarks with flourishes
were in high demand!
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“Conquerers” by Janice Gabel

“Clay” and “Adobe” by Patty Hammarstedt

Artwork by Bill Kemp, Caryl McHarney and Jane Robertson

“Visual Language #3”
by Esther Feske

“Sunflower” by Janice Gabel

“The Letter S” one of a series
by Eliza Schmid

“Tides Recapture” by Vicki Bolen
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Calligraphy Classes
The following classes are being offered by our talented and sharing members, and all are suitable for beginning
calligraphers! If you’d like to bring a friend, add our $30 annual membership fee to the class fee. Please contact
the individual class instructor for more information, the supply list, and to register. Happy practicing!

Calligraphy 101
Instructor:Trish Meyer
Date: Sunday, January 27, 2019
Time: 10am –5pm
Price: $25, includes handouts
Class limit: 5 students
To register: e-mail Trish, trish at escribiente.org
This one-day class is geared to the beginning calligrapher and offers a general introduction to the various styles of calligraphy, with myriad tips and
techniques that will serve you well no matter which hand you decide to study
further.
You’ll practice using the different tools needed to create a variety of hands,
and learn the basic strokes for the exemplars provided in the handouts. These
will include:
–(edged pen) Foundational, Italic, and Gothic/Blackletter
–(pointed pen) Copperplate
General techniques common to learning all calligraphic styles will be covered, such as:
–grouping letters into families
–reading the stroke sequence in an exemplar
–the importance of pen width and pen angles
–using guide sheets
–mixing gouache and walnut ink
Calligraphy 101 will be a valuable introduction to calligraphy that will help
you make the most of our regular programs and give you the confidence to
register for one of our other classes and workshops.

Engrosser’s Script
(Pointed Pen)
Instructor: Bill Kemp
Date: Saturday, February 16, 2019
Time: 10am –5pm
Price: $45.00 (this includes your workbook, paper, cost
of the facility and a great time)
Class limit: 14 students
To register: e-mail Bill, brotherbill55 at hotmail.com
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This class is for both beginners and students who wish to refresh themselves with the basics. Known as both Roundhand
and/or Engrosser’s Script, this will be a class to provide the basics and true fundaments of this beautiful script. Learning how
to manipulate the pointed pen to make the down strokes thick
and hairline upward strokes, is the focus of this graceful script.
Using the Zanerian Manual and its practices will be referenced
as we learn and write this script. The morning will focus on
the basic strokes for the lower case and learning those letters.
The afternoon will shift to the capital letters and combining
them with the lower case letters for appropriate spacing. Skill
level: All.
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Introduction to Romans
Instructor: Elizabeth McKee
Dates: Four sessions: February 23, March 30,
April 27, and June 1
Time: 1–4pm
Price: $100+ $5 supply fee
Class limit: 5 students
To register: e-mail Elizabeth, alphabeth55 at
gmail.com
The classes will cover monoline Romans, pen drawn
Romans, built up Capitals and Neuland. Participants
will create a book of sample pages for future reference.
Homework will be expected! Challenges will be offered
to all levels of competency. This is an opportunity for
beginners to learn the nuances of these ubiquitous letter
forms and for more advanced participants to hone their
skills with support from fellow letter lovers.
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Designing with Lettering
Things to consider and ways to alter and change
your letters to add variety and interest to your
work.

Depth--Add depth to the lettering or the design by overlapping elements to create a feeling of space. Add shadows to the lettering.

Use one or more of these suggestions at the same time.

Progressive--Make the heading or title slowly get larger or smaller as it
moves across the page.

Size--Alter or exaggerate the size to add interest, use the same pen ratio
for different nibs.

Animation--Let your letters bounce-usually most effective for shorter
amounts of text.

Weight--Done at the same height - but use different pen nib widths.

Balance--Formal or informal. Whatever the layout, there should
be a feeling of balance. In formal layouts, everything is centered. In
semi-formal layouts, everything is flush left. In informal layouts, anything goes-but there must be some repetition and continuity to create a
feeling of balance.

Proportion--Alter or contrast the proportions, i.e.-tall heavy letters vs.
short thin letters, or narrow tall letters vs. short wide letters.
Counter--Alter the counters of the letters in some way-add variety by
making the counters of one family of letters wider than the others-such
as using a wider o and c throughout the text.
Uniqueness--Devise your own variation of a letterstyle-for the headings
or for the text.
Color--Experiment...the possibilities are innumerable. Things to
consider are the value of the color and how it affects the piece: would
contrasting colors work? You can emphasize the feeling, create a mood
and add contrast with color.
Form--Use different alphabet forms-i.e. uncial and italic. The letter
forms can be very simple forms or elaborate, embellished and historiated (larger letters with illustrations).
Grammatical form--Change the letters to match the sound.
Emphasis--Something should be the dominant element-color, size,
style, shapes, texture.
Contrast--This adds interest to a page-contrast of color, weight, letter
style, shape, size, direction, etc.
Repetition--Repeating elements, styles, colors creates unity.
Direction--Alter the direction of some of the text or heading-make it
perpendicular, diagonal, curving or radiating from a point.
Texture--Different letter styles create different textures on the page, but
you can also create texture in the lettering itself.
Negative Space--Draw around the letters and/or fill in with color or a
pattern.

Space--The space between letters, words, lines of text. The more space
there is, the slower the individual will read it. The closer the text, the
faster the read. Lots of space gives a feeling of calmness. Tight space
gives a feeling of energy.
Value--You can create a value with the colors you choose, but you can
also create a value to the overall look of the piece by controlling the
spacing of the text. The space between elements on the page create a
value. Each letterstyle creates an overall tone and value to the page.
Surprise--Do something in your design that creates a spot of interest, a
surprise-the unexpected.
Variety--Variety is the spice of life-but don’t overdo it. Use a variety of
colors, styles, shapes, etc.
Embellishment--To flourish or not to flourish-good question-be sure
that any flourishes are an outgrowth of your letters and serve a purpose
in the overall design.
Illustration--Be sure that any illustrations are unified into the design-not just placed on the page. Text and illustration should form a
cohesive unit.
Meaning--Is the letterstyle and layout faithful to the meaning?
Mood--What feeling are you trying to inpart-love, peace, hate?
Format--Overall layout...try changing the format from horizontal to
vertical or other. Try a square, a circle, elongating the shape, etc.
Taken from Tne Calligrapher’s Recipe Book,
created by The Marietta Calligraphy Society

be sure to see your newsletter and other interesting items relating to calligraphy on escribiente’s website:

http://www.escribiente.org

If you would
like to receive
up-to-the-minute
information and
news relating to
Escribiente and
it’s members,
send your e-mail
address to Bill
Kemp at:
brotherbill55 at
hotmail.com
and he will add
you on.

The deadline for submissions for upcoming issues of Escribiente Newsletter...
2019-2 ISSUE: deadline is APRIL 1ST, 2019
2019-3 ISSUE: deadline is JULY 1ST, 2019
2019-4 ISSUE: deadline is OCTOBER 1ST, 2019
2020-1 ISSUE: deadline is JANUARY 1ST, 2020
2020-2 ISSUE: deadline is APRIL 1ST, 2020
Any information and/or artwork you have is welcome! Classes you’ve attended, artwork you have done,
tidbits of news, awards you’ve won, book reviews, a favorite material you can’t wait to tell everyone
about, upcoming shows, classes you are teaching, etc. etc. This is YOUR connection with the
calligraphic world in New Mexico and beyond...we always welcome your input!

We have the most
amazing printer for our
Newsletter!

SPEEDZONE
Print and Copy
6000 Lomas NE

Support them with all
your copying needs. They
are good...and fast!
Plus they can even make
rubber stamps for you!
Contact: Frank Horner or
Nanette Ely-Davies at:

505-262-2679

